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We use computer simulation to study crystal-forming model proteins equipped with interactions
that are both orientationally specific and nonspecific. Distinct dynamical pathways of crystal forma-
tion can be selected by tuning the strengths of these interactions. When the nonspecific interaction
is strong, liquidlike clustering can precede crystallization; when it is weak, growth can proceed via
ordered nuclei. Crystal yields are in certain parameter regimes enhanced by the nonspecific interac-
tion, even though it promotes association without local crystalline order. Our results suggest that
equipping nanoscale components with weak nonspecific interactions (such as depletion attractions)
can alter both their dynamical pathway of assembly and optimize the yield of the resulting material.

Controlling the crystallization of molecular and
nanoscale systems remains a principal challenge of
physics and chemistry. Controlling protein crystalliza-
tion in particular is central to protein characterization,
but despite advances in our understanding of protein
phase behavior and association dynamics [1–15] we lack
a set of rules for rational production of protein crys-
tals in vitro [16]. Some proteins crystallize in vivo. S
(‘surface’)-layer proteins form functional crystalline lat-
tices on the outsides of many bacteria and archaea, and
were among the first protein structures used to organize
nanomaterials in a ‘bottom-up’ fashion [17, 18]. The
sbpA S-layer protein from the bacterium Lysinibacillus
sphaericus forms a square crystalline lattice of tetramers,
and has been shown to crystallize in a ‘nonclassical’
fashion on supported lipid bilayers in vitro [19]: order
emerges from dense amorphous clusters, rather than di-
rectly from crystalline nuclei. A similar dynamics is
thought to operate during crystallization of the globu-
lar protein lysozyme [3, 4].

Here we introduce a molecular model designed to study
crystallization in the presence and absence of amorphous
intermediates. The model is inspired by the crystalliza-
tion of the sbp S-layer, but is designed to be simple
enough to allow us to draw conclusions about control of
crystallization pathways more generally. The model com-
prises monomers equipped with two types of interaction.
The first consists of a directionally nonspecific attrac-
tion, designed to mimic the tendency of proteins to as-
sociate in a manner that does not uniquely constrain the
orientations of neighboring monomers. The second in-
teraction comprises directionally- and chemically specific
attractive patches whose placement is suggested by the S-
layer’s electron density map [20] and its unusual crystal
structure. Patches predispose monomers to the forma-
tion of a square crystalline lattice of tetramers. Here we
attempt to answer the following question: How does the
nonspecific interaction influence the dynamics of forma-
tion and yields of crystals whose symmetries are selected
by the specific attraction?

In what follows we show that distinct dynamical path-

ways of crystal formation can be selected by tuning the
strengths of nonspecific and specific interactions (this se-
lection is suggested by the bulk free energy landscape of
generic anisotropic particles [21], and by distinct dynam-
ical pathways seen in simulation studies of virus capsid
assembly [22] and polymer crystallization [23]). Non-
classical assembly via liquidlike intermediates is possi-
ble when the nonspecific interaction is strong; when it is
weak, classical modes of assembly can be realized. In
the former regime the lifetime of the liquidlike phase
can be controlled by varying the strength of the specific
interaction. We show also that optimal crystallization
conditions are found when the nonspecific interaction is
nonzero – a result striking in light of the fact that this in-
teraction promotes none of the symmetries of the crystal
– but not strong enough to induce the formation of large
liquidlike intermediates. Other model proteins bearing
both nondirectional and directional attractions have re-
cently been studied, yielding valuable insight into phase
behaviors and crystallization dynamics as temperature is
varied [12, 15]. The present study is distinguished by its
exploration of the dynamics and yields of assembly for
nonspecific and specific interactions of varying absolute
and relative strength. Such an exploration is required in
order to assess monomers’ possible modes of assembly.

Model geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The model com-
prises a featureless two-dimensional substrate on which
live, in continuous space, hard rectangular monomers of
small edge length a and aspect ratio 2.2. Monomers pos-
sess both specific and nonspecific pairwise interactions.
Specific interactions are mediated by three sticky patches
placed on two sides of the rectangle, as shown, each a dis-
tance a/2 from the nearest vertex. Patches are of type E
(‘edge’), S (‘short-arm’) and L (‘long-arm’), and are se-
lectively reactive: a ‘directional’ bond of energy −εdkBT
is made when two L patches or one E- and one S patch
are separated by a distance of less than a/5. Patch geom-
etry predisposes monomers to the formation of a square
lattice of tetramers, as sketched, in mimicry of the sbpA
S-layer [20]. The tetrameric repeat unit of the latter mea-
sures about 18 nm on a side, and for correspondence we
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imagine a ≈ 4 nm. In the simulations discussed below
we defined particles making two directional bonds to be
‘partially crystalline’ (rendered light blue in snapshots),
and particles making three directional bonds to be ‘crys-
talline’ (rendered green in snapshots). We denote by fp
and fc the fractions of monomers in partially crystalline
and crystalline states, respectively. The nonspecific in-
teraction is a pairwise bond of energy −εnkBT , and is ac-
tivated by the overlap of the two dotted rectangles shown;
these rectangles are concentric with the monomers that
give rise to them, and have side lengths 2a/5 in excess
of the sides of those monomers. Interaction ranges as-
sume solution conditions to be such that protein-protein
interactions are attenuated on a length scale of about 1
nm.

We performed two types of NV T simulations within
periodically-replicated, square boxes: ‘sampling’ and ‘dy-
namic’. Sampling simulations (designed to probe ther-
mal equilibrium) employed 600 particles whose total area
comprised 10.91% of the simulation box. Simulations
were started from a configuration consisting of a square
crystal (or a cluster of noncrystalline tetratic order) in-
serted into a vapor of monomers. We propagated these
systems using local Monte Carlo moves supplemented by
the nonlocal ‘teleportation’ algorithm described in the
supplementary material [35]. Dynamic simulations were
begun from configurations of randomly dispersed and ori-
ented monomers, and were propagated using a ‘virtual-
move’ Monte Carlo algorithm [24, 25]. Its purpose is
to approximate a diffusive dynamics by using potential
energy gradients to effect collective translations and rota-
tions ignored by standard single-particle algorithms. Ac-
counting for collective modes of motion is necessary in
order to identify when a molecular system undergoing
overdamped motion might assembly robustly or become
kinetically trapped. We performed simulations of either
600 or 2000 monomers, and considered monomer occu-
pancies by area ranging from 20% to 1% (focusing on the
case of 10.91%). Further details of simulation protocol
(and phase classifications) can be found in the supple-
mentary material.

The phase diagram for the model in the (εn, εd) plane,
derived from sampling simulations, is shown in Fig. 1. It
identifies regimes of homogeneous fluid, phase-separated
liquid and vapor, and crystalline order. The structure
of the phase diagram is similar to that computed by
mean field theory applied to prototypical anisotropic par-
ticles [21]: notably, liquid-vapor phase separation is in
large part driven by the nonspecific interaction, and mod-
erate values of this interaction enlarge the regime of crys-
tal stability. For larger values of εn we observe the emer-
gence of a noncrystalline tetratic phase that owes its ex-
istence to monomers’ rectangular shape [26, 27] (see Fig.
S1). Association driven by the nonspecific interaction
stabilizes none of the order characteristic of the crystal:
we find that 〈fc〉 = 0 when εd = 0 (Fig. S1).
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FIG. 1: Model geometry and phase diagram. Inset:
Monomers consist of rectangles equipped with an attrac-
tive rectangular force-field (dotted) and decorated with three
sticky patches labeled E, S and L. Only L-L and E-S pair-
ings are reactive. Patch geometry predisposes monomers to
the formation of a square lattice of tetramers (sketched), in
mimicry of the sbpA S-layer. Main figure: Model phase di-
agram in the space of specific εd and nonspecific εn interac-
tion strengths (600 particles, 10.91% coverage by area) shows
regimes of homogeneous fluid (F), phase-separated liquid and
vapor (PS), and crystal order (C). Snapshots below show ex-
amples of phases F, PS, and C, from left to right, taken from
points (εn, εd).

We next used dynamical simulation to determine how
crystals form in different regions of parameter space.
We found that crystallization can proceed by dynami-
cal pathways both nonclassical – along which metastable
liquidlike precursors form and only subsequently acquire
crystalline order – and classical, along which the critical
nucleus possesses the architecture of the stable solid. In
Fig. 2 we show examples of both pathways. In general,
the greater the value of εn the greater the propensity for
liquidlike clustering to precede crystallization (in a re-
lated vein, liquidlike clusters can precede the formation
of model virus capsids if interaction patch specificities
are sufficiently low [22]). If εn is large enough to induce
liquid-vapor phase separation then the resulting dynam-
ics can comprise crystallization-arrested spinodal decom-
position. This dynamics resembles that seen in experi-
ment [19]. However, within this regime increasing εd can
shorten the lifetime of the metastable liquid by enhancing
crystallization kinetics or (for large enough εd) inducing
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assembly of gel-like intermediates (Fig. 2 and Fig. S2).
This result is reminiscent of the kinetic stabilization of
amorphous phases seen in computer simulations of liquid
crystals [28], and suggests that in our model, as in that
work, there exist regions of phase space within which Ost-
wald’s step rule does not hold. The latter states that the
liquid phase, if stable with respect to the homogeneous
fluid and metastable with respect to the crystal, should
emerge prior to crystallization.

To determine the effect of the nonspecific interaction
upon crystal quality we measured scaled yields f̂c ≡
fc (fc/ (fp + fc))

2 (an order parameter that rewards com-
pact crystals with a large bulk-to-surface ratio) per par-
ticle after long dynamic simulations (Fig. S3) for fixed
values of (εn, εd). The left panel of Fig. 3 illustrates the
effect of increasing εn given εd. For given εd (. 9), small
values of εn enhance assembly of the crystal, while large
values induce dynamic arrest (cf. equilibrium behavior
(inset); see also Fig. S4). The value of εn at which arrest
occurs is a function of εd: in general, optimal assem-
bly for given εd occurs when εn is too small to induce
the formation of large liquidlike clusters, in accord with
a suggestion made on the basis of a study of isotropic
model proteins [14]. For certain choices of the specific
interaction, however, such as εd = 4, yields are maxi-
mized close to the liquid-vapor critical region. For larger
εd (> 9), nonzero εn provides little or no enhancement
of yield. The right panel further reveals that the regime
of best assembly occurs for small but nonzero values of
εn; we observed similar behavior at monomer concentra-
tions of 1% by area (Fig. S5). This enhancement of yield
by the nonspecific interaction is striking in light of the
fact that the latter promotes association without stabi-
lizing the local order of the crystal. This result evokes
one obtained from simulation studies of the self-assembly
of closed virus capsids, namely, that capsid yield is op-
timized by interaction patch specificities that are nei-
ther too high nor too low [22, 29]. We speculate that
in our model this enhancement has the following origin.
Partial reversibility – the ability of components to tran-
siently break bonds in order to correct the nascent struc-
tural defects of growing assemblies – is a necessary con-
dition for robust self-assembly [30–32]. Particles bearing
moderately strong nonspecific and specific interactions
and particles equipped with very strong specific interac-
tions may form solids of similar thermodynamic stability.
However, is likely that the former gives rise to a greater
degree of ‘partial reversibility’ than does the latter: it is
easier to break in sequence two moderately strong bonds
than one very strong bond in order to correct nascent de-
fects as structures grow. It is likely also that at very low
monomer concentrations the increased collisional cross-
section associated with the nonspecific interaction leads
to an enhanced kinetics of assembly.

We have used computer simulation to study a model
of crystal-forming monomers equipped with interactions
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FIG. 2: Time-ordered snapshots from dynamic simulations
(600 monomers, 10.91% coverage by area) for four different
choices of (εn, εd). Mechanisms of crystal assembly range from
classical (top row), where the growing nucleus possesses the
architecture of the stable solid, to nonclassical (rows 2 and 3),
where the crystal emerges from the midst of dense liquidlike
clusters. There also exist regimes (e.g. bottom row) in which
the formation of gel-like networks prevents the emergence of
the metastable liquid phase. At right: typical configurations
in equilibrium in the absence of the specific interaction.

that are both nonspecific, in an orientational and chem-
ical sense, and specific. Distinct dynamical pathways of
crystal formation can be selected by tuning the strengths
of these interactions. Fluctuations of density and struc-
ture sometimes cooperate (enhancing assembly), and
sometimes conflict (impairing assembly). While both
scenarios are suggested by simulations of isotropic model
proteins [8, 14], here the presence of two types of interac-
tion allows such fluctuations to be varied in strength (at
fixed temperature and concentration) with a high degree
of independence. We do not know the extent to which the
qualitative findings of our solvent-free, two-dimensional
simulations are relevant to real nanoscale components in
three dimensions – where, for instance, reorganization
of liquidlike intermediates might be considerably more
rapid than in 2d – but direct extrapolation suggests that
trading specific- for nonspecific interaction strength can
alter assembly pathways and might be one way to opti-
mize assembly. In protein solutions one could change the
respective magnitudes of specific and nonspecific interac-
tions by altering ionic strength and using inert nanoscale
components to induce a depletion attraction [33]. Our
results suggest that by trading specific- for nonspecific
interaction strength, proteins with similar values of the
second virial coefficient B2 can be made to crystallize
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FIG. 3: Long-time scaled yields f̂c from dynamic simulations at specified fixed values of (εn, εd) (600 particles, 10.91% coverage
by area; values of εd and εn label lines in left and right panels, respectively). Data points represent the mean of 5 independent
simulations; lines are a guide to the eye. Insets compare selected sets of dynamic simulations with their equilibrium counterparts.
The left panel shows the general enhancement of crystal yield conferred by nonzero εn, for given εd (up to εd ≈ 9). The right
panel shows that ‘best’ assembly is found in general for nonzero εn, even though the nonspecific interaction stabilizes none of
the symmetries of the crystal. Snapshots below show configurations from simulations at specified (εn, εd).

in dynamically distinct ways and with different propen-
sities (Fig. S6). This suggestion is consistent with the
observation [34] that even proteins possessing values of
B2 within the ‘crystallization slot’ are not guaranteed to
crystallize.
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